AVOIDING UNEXPECTED COSTS IN LEASE AGREEMENTS

Although many aspects of life are shifting online, most businesses still need to secure sufficient office space for their employees, warehouse space for their product or retail space for their customers. Oftentimes, that occupancy arrangement comes in the form of leasing space from a landlord.

Leases are typically referred to as being either “gross” or “net.” A gross lease will typically require a tenant to pay a flat amount of rent each month, while a net lease will typically require a tenant to pay a flat base rent amount each month together with a variable amount of additional rent to reimburse the landlord for the costs of operating and maintaining the property. While a gross lease can provide cost certainty to a tenant, landlords typically prefer net leases to the landlord.
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Net leases are fairly common, and it is commercially reasonable to enter into net leases, but there are a number of provisions that should be reviewed carefully, as many provisions could significantly increase leasing costs above budgeted levels.

A lease should clearly describe the costs that are passed through to the tenant and the costs that are borne by the landlord. It should also state which party will be responsible for performing various maintenance, repair and replacement obligations.

A tenant can gain additional cost certainty by negotiating into the lease a cap on annual increases in operating expenses. When negotiating a cap on operating expenses, the parties should consider whether the cap will be cumulative, where the maximum charge for operating expenses increases by the full amount of the cap each year (even if the actual operating expenses were lower than the cap), or non-cumulative, where the maximum charge for operating expenses in any given year can only be higher than the prior year operating expenses by the amount of the cap.

Capital repairs and replacements are another potentially significant cost item that should be addressed in the lease. The lease should state which capital repairs and replacements will be made at the landlord’s cost and which will be passed through to the tenant. It is common for capital repair or replacement costs passed through to the tenant to be amortized over the useful life of that repair or replacement, so that only a fraction of the cost is passed through to the tenant each year. Without such a provision, an unsuspecting tenant may get stuck paying the full amount of the cap each year (even if the actual operating expenses were lower than the cap), or non-cumulative, where the maximum charge for operating expenses in any given year can only be higher than the prior year operating expenses by the amount of the cap.
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When starting a new relationship, whether it be a personal or business relationship, one never wants to think about the possibility of it ending. However, when starting a business, it is important to determine not only how the business is going to run when things are going smoothly, but also how the business continues to run if a principal wants out, passes away, is not pulling their weight or if it is time to pass the business down to the next generation.

When a business is set up, we advise our clients to enter into an agreement which will provide the roadmap for these situations. The type of entity, whether it is a corporation, limited liability company or partnership, will determine the form and name for such an agreement. In a limited liability company it is called an Operating Agreement, a contract between the principals, and it provides, among other things, the capital contributions of the parties, the allocation of profits and liabilities between the parties, the roles each party will play in the business and the authority of each of them to make decisions. It can even provide for how the determination of the value of a principal’s share should be calculated in the event that principal leaves or passes away, the actions of a principal that would call for their resignation or termination or even the designation of how or to whom the business will be sold or passed on. The signing of the Operating Agreement should be done when the business is set up, when the principals are getting along and when they are thinking clearly about their intent for the business.

Finally, we would advise that all persons entering into a business have a good lawyer and accountant to help them through this process and be able to explain the possible pitfalls of entering into such a relationship, as accounted for in the Operating Agreement.
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